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Two sequels of the working conference on Jacob Hermann (1678-1733) announced in Historia 
Mathematics l&64-65, took place in Ravello and Pisa (Italy). They were again organized by Sandra 
Giuntini (Dipartimento di Matematica, Florence). 
At Ravello (Villa Rufolo) the following papers were presented and discussed: 
ANTONIO C. GARIBALDI (Genoa): La Phoronomia di Hermann, prima parte: I Principi della Mecca&a 
LIVIA GIACARDI (Turin): 11 De calculo integrali di Hermann 
ELISABETTA ULIVI (Florence): La geometria nell’opera di Hermann 
SILVIA ROERO (Turin): I rapporti di Hermann con gli Italiani durante il period0 padovano 
SILVIA MAZZONE (Rome): 11 carteggio fi-a Hermann e Grandi 
At Pisa (Dipartimento di Matematica dell’Universit&) the series of lectures was continued by the 
following papers: 
LUCIA GRUGNETTI (Cagliari): Hermann e le forze centrali, parte I [Hermann in discussion with Johann 
Bernoulli] 
SANDRA GIUNTINI (Florence): Hermann e le forze centrali, parte II [Hermann in discussion with 
Giuseppe Verzaglia] 
ALDO BRIGAGLIA (Palermo): 11 calcolo nella Phoronomia di Hermann 
There will be another sequel soon. 
Hegel and Newtonianism 
By M. J. Petry 
Faculteit der Wijsbegeerte, Erasmus Universiteit Rotterdam, 3ooO DR Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands 
A conference on Hegel and Newtonianism, sponsored by the Istituto Italian0 
per gli Studi Filosofici, Naples, was held at Trinity College, Cambridge, August 
30-September 4, 1989. Its main purpose was to bring together Newton scholars 
and others working on the history of eighteenth century mathematics and natural 
science, and those Hegel scholars who have been calhng attention to the signifi- 
cance of his work on the foundations of mathematics and the general principles of 
the natural sciences. 
Four of the five sections were devoted to those branches of natural science in 
which Hegel attempted to bring about a reassessment of the Newtonian legacy. In 
